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Abstract: Airborne wind measurement is of great significance for understanding atmospheric motion
and meteorological monitoring. In this paper, we present the development and verification of an
airborne Doppler wind lidar (ADWL), featuring an approach proposed to integrate a real-time wind
retrieval method with an intelligent processing method for automatic adaptive wind detection. Sev-
eral verification experiments were conducted to evaluate the measurement effectiveness, including
comparisons with a calibrated ground-based Doppler wind lidar (GDWL) and a sounding balloon.
Compared with the sounding balloon, the ADWL demonstrated mean errors of 0.53 m/s for hori-
zontal wind velocity and 4.60◦ for wind direction. The correlation coefficients consistently exceeded
0.98 in all linear analyses. Employed in multiple airborne wind detection events in North China at
altitudes up to 6600 m, the ADWL provided effective wind field results with a vertical resolution of
50 m and a data rate of 2 Hz. The wind field results obtained during the detection events validate the
ADWL’s capabilities in diverse environments and underscore its potential for the comprehensive
detection of meteorological information.

Keywords: airborne; wind lidar; real-time wind measurement; verification; meteorological information

1. Introduction

The Doppler wind lidar (DWL) has proven highly efficient in wind field measure-
ment, demonstrating significant utility in various applications, including atmospheric
research [1,2], disaster weather warning [3,4], and aircraft safety [5,6]. By employing the
coherent detection method to extract Doppler frequency shifts, the DWL provides wind
measurements with exceptional accuracy and resolution, demonstrating robust adapt-
ability to diverse meteorological environments. In recent years, substantial progress has
been achieved in both DWL system research and its applications [7–10]. Furthermore,
DWLs exhibit promising potential in investigating various phenomena associated with the
wind field, such as air pollution [11,12], the planetary boundary layer [13,14], and gravity
waves [15,16], among others. As researchers aim to enhance flight safety and deepen our
understanding of climate change, DWL is progressively evolving into a focal research point.

Among the myriad of DWL research, the majority focuses on ground-based applica-
tions for vertical detection. While ground-based technologies have historically provided
valuable insights into atmospheric dynamics, the detection area of the ground-based DWL
is constrained by fixed locations, facing inherent limitations. To overcome these constraints
and enhance DWL capabilities, researchers have explored various platform-mounted DWLs,
including vehicle-mounted DWLs [17], floating DWLs [18], shipborne DWLs [19], and air-
borne Doppler wind lidars (ADWLs) [20]. ADWLs offer a remarkable advantage in their
high mobility and flexibility, capturing detailed wind profiles across different atmospheric
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layers from the ground surface to higher altitudes. However, research on ADWLs remains
relatively scarce. The main challenges in developing ADWLs lie in the wind field inversion
processing approach adapted to airborne platforms.

The high-speed motion of airborne platforms presents several challenges for wind
retrieval methods, including accuracy, computational time, and relative speed differences.
Common wind retrieval methods often necessitate a trade-off between computational
speed and accuracy. The accuracy of conventional methods such as the least squares
method [21] and the sine wave fitting method [22] typically relies on the precision of Line-
of-Sight (LOS) wind speed measurements. Novel methods, such as the maximum of the
function of accumulated spectra (MFAS) method [23], the genetic algorithm-based spectrum
estimation method [24], and the variational mode decomposition (VMD) method [25],
offer robust noise resistance but demand substantial computational time, rarely achieving
real-time processing. However, this limitation can lead to significant areas of invalid or
unmeasured wind detection in high-speed airborne applications. Moreover, as aircraft
altitude increases, the volume of data amplifies, exacerbating this issue. Relative speed
differences between the platform and wind field further complicate accurate wind field
inversion. Several algorithms aided by inertial sensors have been proposed to mitigate
the effects of platform motion [26,27]. However, the computational efficiency of these
algorithms remains suboptimal. Consequently, the development of ADWL hinges on
proposing a wind retrieval method with rapid calculation and high accuracy, incorporating
platform motion compensation and three-dimensional (3D) wind field inversion.

Due to relatively complex wind retrieval methods and instrument control processes,
the processing subsystem in DWLs tends to be burdensome. The majority of DWL systems
place control and calculation functions on a PC-based post-processor [28–31]. It is com-
mon practice to utilize pre-processors, such as the field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
processor, to convert the photocurrent from coherent detection into a time-domain digital
signal [32–34]. Subsequently, the typical approach involves a pre-processor performing
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) function and transmitting the spectrum data to a PC for
further processing. This approach has been well developed for ground-based applications.
However, it requires sufficient cabin space on the aircraft for DWL system installation and
professional operators aboard for system control. For future airborne applications, the
ADWL should exhibit sufficient compactness, adaptability to complex environments, and
capabilities for intelligent unmanned operation. In this work, we present an automatic
real-time processing approach loaded on a core board equipped with the FPGA module
and the Advanced RISC Machine (ARM) module.

This study presents the development and verification of a 1550 nm all-fiber ADWL.
We propose an approach integrating a real-time wind retrieval method and an intelli-
gent processing method for automatic real-time measurements. Based on the optimized
Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm, the wind retrieval method encompasses LOS wind
speed calculation with motion compensation and 3D wind field reconstruction, providing
real-time calculation and high accuracy. The intelligent processing method consists of the
adaptive self-control function and the intelligent accumulation function, enabling adaptive
working status adjustment and ensuring automatic wind retrieval with enhanced data
availability in various environments. This approach greatly enhances system efficiency and
compactness by merging pre-processing and post-processing stages.

We initially conducted ground-based comparisons with a calibrated ground-based
Doppler wind lidar (GDWL) to assess the effectiveness of the ADWL. Subsequent compar-
isons were performed with the GDWL and a sounding balloon in the airborne detection
conditions to evaluate the ADWL’s performance. Additionally, we conducted several air-
borne wind detection events to reveal the wind field in various environments. Identifying
the wind field, cloud distribution, and atmospheric layers demonstrates the reliability of
the ADWL in comprehensive meteorological information detection.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Airborne Doppler Wind Lidar System

The ADWL system comprises four subsystems: the 1550 nm laser source, the optical
antenna, the detection and processing subsystem, and the power and driver subsystem.
The system’s schematic diagram is illustrated in Figure 1. The detailed ADWL parameters
are summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 1. The schematic diagram of the ADWL system. AOM: acousto-optic modulator; EDFA:
erbium-doped fiber amplifier; OS: optical splitter; OC: optical circulator; FC: fiber coupler.

Table 1. The ADWL system parameters.

Parameter Value

Laser wavelength 1550 nm
Maximum pulse energy 300 µJ

Pulse width 100~600 ns selectable
Pulse repetition frequency 10 kHz
Optical antenna aperture 100 mm
Vertical range resolution 50 m

Nadir angle 20◦

Sampling frequency 400 MHz
Data rate 2 Hz
Weight ~20 kg

Size 250 mm × 250 mm × 400 mm
Consumption ≤200 W

In the 1550 nm laser source, the seed laser emits a continuous-wave (CW) 1550 nm
single-frequency beam. The seed laser’s linewidth is 20 kHz to enhance accuracy and
minimize spectrum noise. An acousto-optic modulator (AOM) performs pulsed modulation
and frequency shift on the seed laser. The modulation is triggered and synchronized by
the TTL signal from the core board. Considering the high relative speed between the
airborne platform and aerosols, the AOM’s frequency shift is set at 40 MHz for high-speed
tolerance in the spectrum. Subsequently, the pulsed laser is generated by amplifying the
erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The maximum pulse energy reaches 300 µJ at a PRF
of 10 kHz, corresponding to pulse widths of 600 ns. The pulse widths are selectable from
100 ns to 600 ns, matching with different detection parameter configurations.

The pulsed laser is transmitted to the optical antenna through the optical circulator.
The optical antenna performs beam expansion and beam collimation of the pulsed laser.
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Accompanied by the wedge prism, the rotor can execute a 360◦ laser beam scan while
maintaining a consistent nadir angle of 20◦. The nadir angle represents the angle between
the laser transmission path and the vertical line from the aircraft to the ground. To reduce
the detection spatial volume and accommodate the influence of aircraft platform speed on
LOS wind speed, we apply a 180-degree scan scheme. In this scheme, we set the azimuth
angle to 0◦, referring to the forward direction of aircraft flight. The wind retrieval is
conducted with the sliding fitting scheme, which means that the 3D wind field information
is retrieved with the LOS wind speed data upgrading at each azimuth. The dwell time
takes nearly 0.3 s at each LOS stare, and the rotation time is about 0.2 s. The collection
of the backscattered laser is conducted by the same optical antenna. Through the optical
circulator, the backscattered laser is coupled into the fiber coupler and mixed with the
local laser.

The detection and processing subsystem, serving as the core of the ADWL system, is
responsible for conducting coherent detection, wind field retrieval, and intelligent control.
The balance detector carries out the coherent detection of the mixed laser and optic–electric
conversion. The photocurrent detected is inputted into the core board and converted
into a time-domain digital signal. The core board integrates several modules, including
the FPGA module (X7Z020-2CLG400i, Xilinx Inc., San Jose, CA, USA), the ARM module
(Cortex-a9), 14-bit analog-to-digital converters (ADC), multiple digital-to-analog converters
(DACs), and several serial port resources, among others. The abundance of modules and
resources on the core board enables signal acquisition and complex information processing
functions based on the programmed algorithm. The wind retrieval method integrates the
pre-processing and post-processing stages, typically conducted separately in traditional
DWLs, into one compact device. Combining this wind retrieval method with the specialized
system configuration, the ADWL can perform intelligent real-time wind field detection in a
compact system suitable for airborne platforms.

The combined navigation system (CNS, KY-INS300, manufactured by Beijing BDStar
Navigation Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) comprises the global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) module, the high-performance fiber optic gyroscope (FOG), and the accelerometer,
providing accurate motion status data for motion compensation. With the intelligent
processing method loaded on the ARM module, the ADWL operates and generates the
wind field results automatically. Controlled by the core board, the rotor driver propels the
wedge mirror for scanning and switches the baffle to protect the optical antenna. The LRF
(LSP-LRS-0610A, manufactured by Lumispot Tech, Suzhou, China) measures the distance
between the ADWL and hard targets in the detection path, providing criteria for assessing
the ADWL system’s working mode. Further details on the data processing in the core
board will be provided in Section 2.2. Through this integration, the size, weight, and power
(SWaP) of the whole ADWL system are greatly optimized, as shown in Table 1, which offers
advantages compared to other DWLs. To display the detected wind field, terminals such as
laptops and Android smart devices could be optionally utilized.

2.2. Automatic Real-Time Processing Approach
2.2.1. Processing Flow of the Integrated Approach on the Core Board

Modern data-processing devices already possess strong data-processing and functional
programming capabilities. Based on the FPGA and ARM modules, we integrate the
traditional pre-processing and post-processing into one processing device, significantly
improving processing synchronization. As the processing core of the system, the core
board is responsible for wind field retrieval and system control. Figure 2 illustrates the
schematic diagram of the functional zoning and processing flow on the core board for
visual representation.
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Figure 2. The schematic diagram of the functional zoning and processing flow in the core board.

The entire wind field inversion process is divided into spectrum data calculation in
FPGA and wind field reconstruction calculation in ARM. The core board of the ADWL
system acquires and digitizes the time-domain signal at a sampling rate of 400 MHz.
Subsequently, the FPGA performs range gate division on the time-domain signal, setting
the vertical range gate to 50 m by applying a 53.25 m range gate along the LOS detection
path with a 20◦ nadir angle. Consequently, each range gate contains 142 data points,
corresponding to a sampling rate of 400 MHz. Zero padding and the window function are
employed within each range gate. The 512-point FFT is executed in 10 parallel processing
channels to generate spectrum data. The spectrum data are input into ten parallel channels
in groups of every ten gates to synchronize the range gate timing. After completing the
calculation, the spectrum data are temporarily stored, and the next set of operations begins
until all calculations are completed. Subsequently, the spectrum data are arranged in the
order of range gates. An accumulation average is then performed to enhance the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the spectrum data with a fixed number. The accumulation average
number is set to 2000 in this work, corresponding to 0.2 s with a PRF of 10 kHz.

The spectrum data are transported from the FPGA to the ARM module through the
Direct Memory Access (DMA) channel. Programs loaded on the ARM module extract LOS
wind speed, the full-width-half-maximum (FHWM) of the spectrum peak, and SNR from
the spectrum data. LOS wind speed and angle values are transformed into the geographic
coordinate system, and the effects of platform motion are mitigated based on motion
status information from the CNS. Utilizing the corrected LOS results and angle values, the
horizontal wind speed, horizontal wind direction, and vertical wind speed are calculated
to characterize the 3D wind field comprehensively.

The interfaces of the core board play a crucial role in facilitating information exchange
and control functions within the ADWL system. As the clock source of the system, the
core board generates TTL signals through the DAC interface as the external trigger of
AOM, synchronizing the generation of a pulsed laser with the acquisition and processing.
The internal serial port enables the control of internal devices based on the intelligent
processing method. The external serial port and Ethernet interface allow for the output of
data products at different levels for visual display. The MicroSD card module on the core
board simplifies results storage, eliminating the need for external control devices.

The intelligent processing method in the ARM module conducts adaptive work state
control and data-processing management. Through the command analysis, the intelligent
processing method obtains system statuses and issues corresponding to commands from
the interfaces. The two data packing processes aim to manage spectrum data and compre-
hensive results, respectively, reducing short-term resource consumption in the ARM. The
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output of data results is classified according to the data type. The entire process occurs
within the core board, contributing to the enhanced processing efficiency and compactness
of the ADWL system.

2.2.2. Real-Time Wind Retrieval Method

We first derive the wind velocity, spectrum peak width, and SNR along the LOS
detection path to assess data quality and analyze aerosol properties. For correct wind
field reconstruction, it is crucial to eliminate the interference to LOS wind speed resulting
from the airborne platform motion and platform attitude. The horizontal wind speed and
direction are calculated using the corrected LOS results and scanning angle values.

To address the limitation of finite spectrum resolution, we employ the LM algorithm
in LOS speed calculation to enhance accuracy and accelerate the computation. The LM
algorithm resolves the fitting along the iterative optimization rule, expressed as follows:

Ni+1 = Ni − [JTJ + µI]−1 g (1)

where N is the solution of the fitting function solved in each iteration, i represents the
number of iterations, J is the Jacobian matrix derived from the fitting equation, µ is the
damping coefficient, and g is the gradient item. For the LOS wind speed calculation, the
fitting equation refers to the form of Gaussian distribution. In each iteration, J and the
deviation value matrix f are derived and updated from the measured values and modeled
values. µ is empirically set as the 10−6 times maximum diagonal element in JTJ and then
adaptively updated to promote fitting convergence. g is updated from JT and f. If the
difference between two iterations is below the threshold, or g approaches 0, the iteration
stops. With the iteration number reaching the predetermined value, the iteration also
stops. Figure 3a illustrates the flowchart of the LOS wind speed calculation based on the
LM algorithm.
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Figure 3. (a) The flowchart of the LOS wind speed calculation; (b) the schematic diagram of the
platform motion and the ADWL scanning mode.

In practical conditions, the spectrum peak is often obscured by noise, particularly in
range gates located at greater distances. This interference adversely affects wind speed accu-
racy and the detection range. To address this, we introduce a two-step signal enhancement
algorithm. Firstly, the intrinsic noise spectrum, pre-detected by running the ADWL system
with the optical antenna blocked, is subtracted. Secondly, a characteristic noise spectrum is
constructed and subtracted by analyzing the current spectrum data [35]. Following this
two-step process, the spectrum in each range gate is denoised and smoothed.
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After noise deduction, the spectrum peak frequency and peak value are identified and
set as the initial fitting parameters. The spectrum data are then input into the iterative LM
algorithm to refine the precise spectrum peak frequency, the FHWM of the spectrum peak,
and the peak value. The fitting parameters include spectrum peak frequency, spectrum
peak value, and corresponding Gaussian distribution standard deviation. The LOS wind
velocity can be calculated by VLOS = λ × vD/2, where λ is the laser wavelength and vD
is the Doppler frequency shift from the difference between spectrum peak frequency and
AOM frequency. The SNR is defined as the ratio of the fitting peak value to the noise floor
in each range gate. The FHWM can be calculated from the standard deviation along the
gaussian function. For data quality management, the SNR and FHWM are checked to
determine if they meet the empirical threshold. The result is considered of good quality if
the SNR is higher than 0.5 dB and the FHWM is between 2.5 MHz and 15 MHz.

The schematic diagram of the platform motion and the ADWL scanning mode is
depicted in Figure 3b. During forward flight, there exists relative motion between the
aircraft and aerosol particles. Consequently, the relative velocity on the LOS path is positive
and detectable in the scan from −90◦ to 90◦, meeting the requirements for subsequent
motion compensation. The ARM module of the core board communicates with CNS,
capturing precise data of platform speed and attitude information. The data rate of the
CNS is 50 Hz, exceeding that of the LOS wind speed calculation, enabling the accurate
real-time acquisition of platform motion status for compensation. We define the x-y-z
Cartesian coordinate system of the moving platform and the north–east–down Cartesian
coordinate system (NED) of the geographic coordinate system. The x refers to the moving
direction of the platform. The y refers to the right direction of the platform. The z refers
to the downward direction of the platform. With the compact installation scheme, the
CNS and the antenna share the same coordinate system with the platform and the ADWL,
simplifying the calculation process of coordinate transformation. The calculated LOS wind
speed is referenced to the platform coordinate system with the azimuth angle, φp, and
the nadir angle, θp. The vector of the LOS speed converted from the platform coordinate
system to geographic coordinate system can be expressed as follows [36]:Vx,g

Vy,g
Vz,g

= H·

Vx,p
Vy,p
Vz,p

 = Hy·Hp·Hr·

a sin θp cos φp
a sin θp sin φp

a cos θp

 (2)

where Vx,p, Vy,p, and Vz,p are the axial vectors in the platform coordinate system; Vx,g, Vy,g,
and Vz,g are the axial vectors in the geographic coordinate system; a is the modulus of the
vector. Utilizing the attitude angle obtained from the CNS, the conversion matrix can be
expressed as follows:

Hy =

cos γ − sin γ 0
sin γ cos γ 0

0 0 1

 (3)

Hp =

 cos β 0 sin β
0 1 0

− sin β 0 cos β

 (4)

Hr =

1 0 0
0 cos α −sin α
0 sin α cos α

 (5)

where α, β, and γ represent the attitude angles corresponding to the roll angle, the pitch
angle, and the yaw angle, respectively. The accurate attitude information is acquired from
CNS. Applying the conversion matrix, the azimuth angle and elevation angle of the LOS
wind speed in the geographic coordinate system can be expressed as follows:

φg = arctan(Vy,g/Vx,g) (6)
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θp = arccos(Vz,g/a) (7)

After coordinate system conversion, the LOS wind vector VLOS,g in the geographic
coordinate system is derived out. The CNS captures the platform’s moving speed along
the axis of the geographic coordinate system. Using the coordinate system conversion
results, the platform speed can be projected in the LOS direction as Vp. The influence of the
platform’s motion is eliminated by subtracting Vp from VLOS,g. Subsequently, the azimuth
angle φg is updated in the geographic coordinate system, and the corrected LOS wind
speed VLOS,c is obtained.

After motion compensation, the corrected LOS wind speed is aligned into the corre-
sponding range gate along the altitude. The fitting data array is initialized at the beginning
of the detection to store the 8 sets of LOS speed data and azimuth angles according to the
scan mode. Following the range gate alignment, the newly generated LOS data update
the corresponding azimuth position data in the fitting data array. Then, the 3D wind field
retrieval is conducted with the updated fitting data array. Utilizing the azimuth angles and
nadir angle, the LOS wind speed can be expressed as follows:

VLOS,c = Vf·cosθg − Vh·cos(φ − φg)·sinθg (8)

where Vf is the vertical speed, Vh is the horizontal wind speed, and the φ denotes the
horizontal wind direction. Assuming a relatively uniform wind field in the detection zone,
multiple sets of LOS wind velocities share the same distribution as the actual wind field
with high moving speed and high calculation speed. We utilize the similar LM algorithm
to retrieve the Vf, Vh, and φ, and the fitting function can be expressed as follows:

VLOS,c = V0 + A·cos(φ − φg) (9)

With the LOS wind speed data and the azimuth angles, the fitting parameters, in-
cluding V0, A, and φ, provide the 3D wind field information. The vertical speed can be
calculated as Vf = V0/cosθg, and the horizontal speed can be calculated as Vh = A/sinθg.
If the difference between two iterations of LM algorithm is below the threshold, or g
approaches 0, the iteration terminates. With the iteration number reaching the predeter-
mined value, the fitting process also stops, and an invalid data flag will be produced,
corresponding to a harsh meteorological environment and weak backscattering.

Based on the sliding fitting scheme, the wind field retrieval is generated with the LOS
data updating, which maximizes the data rate. During the actual detection, the process of
the wind retrieval occurs across all range gates for the current LOS path and repeats for
subsequent LOS paths. By reasonably setting the number of iterations, the calculation is
accelerated while maintaining the accuracy.

2.2.3. Intelligent Processing Method

To optimize the airborne applications’ adaptability, unmanned and intelligent oper-
ation is achieved through the intelligent processing method programmed on the ARM
module. By utilizing motion status information from the LRF and CNS, the control logic for
ADWL is optimized to adapt to complex environments. A brief flowchart of the intelligent
processing method is depicted in Figure 4.

Upon turning on the ADWL, initializations are applied to every device using config-
uration files stored on the core board. Subsequently, the baffle is controlled by acquiring
and assessing the system altitude from the CNS, considering the range from the ADWL
to hard targets. The baffle automatically opens when the aircraft flies above the ground
at appropriate heights. If the status information indicates prolonged near-field hard tar-
get obstruction in the detection path, the baffle closes, followed by laser and acquisition
shutdown. This protective operation reduces the impact of near-field strong reflections on
detection devices, avoiding calculations under invalid detection conditions.
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With the baffle opening, the pulsed laser initiates output, and rotors begin rotating
based on azimuth angles set in the scanning mode. The core board performs FFT and
incoherent accumulation, generating the spectrum data within a processing time of about
0.2 s. Subsequently, the processing time for the wind retrieval method is lower than 0.1 s to
update wind field results. After wind retrieval, the rotor turns to the next azimuth angle
with a rotation time of 0.2 s, and the next wind retrieval begins. Acquisition and wind field
retrieval are suspended during scanning to prevent alignment deviation between detection
results and the realistic wind field. The processing time for outputting a set of the wind
retrieval results is about 0.5 s, resulting in a data rate of 2 Hz.

In various meteorological environments, the wind field retrieval exhibits fluctuations
in the detection range due to the influence of aerosol distribution. To ensure the necessary
detection range, the intelligent accumulation function is implemented to enhance the data
availability, as depicted in Figure 5. Based on numerous wind retrieval experiments, a
reasonable SNR threshold for the target detection range is established. When the detected
SNR in the target detection range falls below the threshold, additional accumulation
averaging is applied to the spectrum. To reduce computing resources, the accumulation
registers are set in the core board program to store a finite set of spectrum data, with these
registers updating when new spectrum data are generated. If additional accumulation
is required, the accumulation register will perform sliding averaging based on the latest
updated spectrum data.
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Figure 5. (a) The schematic and (b) the brief flowchart of the intelligent accumulation.

The accumulation initially takes a relatively long time in the corresponding LOS
direction to fulfill the register, transitioning to fast sliding accumulation in the subsequent
process. Considering the data rate, the accumulation number gradually increases from
low to high, with SNR serving as the evaluation criterion. The additional accumulation
in the ARM is limited to a maximum number of 5 to balance processing speed and SNR
enhancement. To maintain the accuracy, the intelligent accumulation is independently
performed in 5 registers corresponding to the five-point scanning mode.

3. Results
3.1. Ground-Based Verification Experiments

To validate the effectiveness of the ADWL and the wind retrieval method, we initially
compared the wind retrieval results from the ADWL with those obtained from a GDWL on
the ground. Ground-based verification experiments were conducted in Taiyuan, Shanxi
Province, China (approximately 115.57◦ E, 37.82◦ N). The experiment site was located in an
open square in an urban area. The GDWL, previously verified with the sonic anemometer
and the wind tower at the Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
was utilized as a reference. The detailed parameters of the GDWL are shown in Table 2,
demonstrating LOS wind speed accuracy better than 0.1 m/s and wind direction accuracy
better than 3◦.

Table 2. The GDWL system parameters.

Parameter Value

Laser wavelength 1550 nm
Pulse repetition frequency 10 kHz

Measurement range 80~5000 m (maximum)
Wind speed detection range −55~55 m/s

Optical antenna aperture 100 mm
Range resolution 22.5 m

LOS wind measurement accuracy ≤0.1 m/s
Wind direction accuracy ≤3◦

Nadir angle 20◦

Data rate 1 Hz
Scanning mode VAD

Since ADWL has a specialized installation structure for airborne applications and is
unsuitable for general ground-based detection, as shown in Figure 6, we used a temporary
frame to fix the ADWL and conducted vertical detection. To minimize differences in the
detection areas, we positioned the ADWL near the GDWL. Deviations in position and laser
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path were corrected by aligning the LOS direction to known hard targets located in the
north direction.
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Figure 6. The ground-based experiment site and the ADWL.

The comparison experiments between the ADWL and the GDWL were conducted
from 9 March 2023 to 21 March 2023. The wind retrieval results from the ADWL and
GDWL in the verification experiments are presented in Figure 7, illustrating horizontal
wind speed and direction. Due to the variation in turbulence and meteorological conditions,
the detected wind profile exhibited significant fluctuations in different conditions. The
detection range of the ADWL extended beyond that of the GDWL, showcasing better
performance based on the system development and the intelligent accumulation function.
The displayed detection heights in Figure 7 are limited to 3000 m for better visualization of
the comparison between the ADWL and the GDWL. The vertical detection heights of the
ADWL typically reached 3000 m to 3500 m during the ground-based verifications, which
were influenced by the meteorological conditions. The GDWL had a range gate length of
22.5 m, providing a more detailed description of the wind field. To mitigate fluctuations in
the detection results and synchronize the timestamps of wind data, a short-term averaging
of 10 s was applied to the wind results obtained from the two lidars. The wind speed and
direction results exhibited good consistency along the detection path.
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speed; (b) the horizontal wind direction.

Figure 8 presents the linear fitting analysis between the ADWL and GDWL for all
results collected in ground-based verification experiments. The timestamps and range
gates are aligned with the measurement data to ensure precise comparisons with every
range gate. The analysis was conducted at different heights separately, revealing high
correlation coefficients exceeding 0.98. The mean values of the deviations between the
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ADWL and GDWL were better than 0.32 m/s and 3.46◦ for horizontal wind speed and
direction, corresponding to a root mean square error (RMSE) better than 0.41 m/s and 4.20◦,
respectively. The wind speed and direction accuracy of the ADWL have been preliminarily
validated through results obtained from ground-based verification experiments.
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wind speed; (d–f) are the analysis of the horizontal wind direction.

The evaluation of the intelligent accumulation function in LOS wind detection was also
conducted. Figure 9 illustrates the enhancement in detection performance achieved with
the intelligent accumulation function. Initially, we disabled the intelligent accumulation
in the program and obtained LOS wind results in vertical detection. As meteorological
conditions remained stable, there were no significant changes in the wind field and aerosols
over time during the experiments. Subsequently, we measured the LOS wind speed with
the intelligent accumulation function, setting the target detection height at 3500 m.
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Figure 9. The evaluation of the intelligent accumulation function: (a) an example of the detected LOS
wind speed distribution; (b) the data availability during the vertical detection.

An example of the LOS wind speed distribution is presented in Figure 9a. The
probability of effective wind speed results significantly increases within the detection range
from 3000 m to 3500 m. Data availability, defined as the ratio of the quantity of data with
good quality to the quantity of all detected data, was used to evaluate the effectiveness of
the intelligent accumulation function. The improvement in the data availability during
the evaluation is summarized in Figure 9b. The data used for summarizing were greater
than 5000 sets at each range gate. At the detection height from 2000 m to 2500 m, the
data availability without intelligent accumulation showed a significant decline, while the
data availability with intelligent accumulation remained above 99%. The data availability
without intelligent accumulation decreased from 91.30% to 74.51% at the detection height
of 2500 to 3500 m, while the corresponding data availability with intelligent accumulation
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remained above 91.58%. These results demonstrate that the intelligent accumulation
function effectively enhances the data availability in various environmental conditions.

3.2. Airborne Verification Experiments

The ADWL was subsequently installed on an aircraft (Y-12E, Hafei Aviation Industry
Co., Ltd., Haerbin, China) for airborne verification. The typical cruise speed of the plane
is 100 m/s and the maximum flight height is about 7000 m. The primary objective was to
evaluate the accuracy of wind retrieval in practical airborne scenarios with the high-speed
motion of the platform. On 30 March 2023, we utilized both the sounding balloon and the
GDWL strategically positioned within the flight path for the purpose of comparison and
validation in Shanxi Province, China.

A sounding balloon is a widely used instrument for collecting meteorological informa-
tion and wind field data, serving as a reference for wind speed and direction in airborne
verification experiments. To align with the sounding balloon data, the altitude from mean
sea level instead of the detection height is utilized in the subsequent figures. Due to the
placement of the sounding balloon and GDWL in a mountainous area (approximately
112.73◦ E, 37.80◦ N), the ground altitude reached approximately 1000 m. The distance
between this placement site and the flight trajectory was within 1 km. The flight trajectory
was nearly straight and passed the placement site back and forth. Considering the rise
time of the sounding balloon, the plane approximately passed over the test point when
the sounding balloon reached the plane’s flight altitude. To accommodate detection area
disparities as well as the time difference of the ADWL and the sounding balloon, the wind
detection results from ADWL were averaged over 5 min around the time the plane passed
over the placement site. This ensured a better alignment with the wind field information
detected by various instruments. Figure 10 presents samples depicting the detected wind
speed and direction along the altitude in the airborne verification experiments.
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Figure 10. (a) Horizontal wind speed detected by ADWL, sounding balloon, and GDWL; (b) horizon-
tal wind direction detected by ADWL, sounding balloon, and GDWL.

In Figure 10, the distribution of wind speed and direction demonstrated good con-
sistency, particularly at higher altitudes. The detection range of the GDWL reached an
altitude of about 4000 m, while the ADWL covered all detection ranges from the aircraft
to the ground. The linear fitting analysis between different instruments is depicted in
Figure 11a–d. To address the uneven spatial distribution of data from the sounding balloon,
we apply proper interpolation to fill in altitude gaps between continuously changing data
points. This ensures a more uniform dataset for better comparison and analysis. Compared
with the sounding balloon, the mean deviations of horizontal wind speed and direction are
0.53 m/s and 4.60◦, respectively, corresponding to the RMSE of 0.62 m/s and 5.78◦. The
fitting results exhibit a strong correlation between the ADWL and the sounding balloon,
with R2 of 0.9861 and 0.9927 for horizontal wind speed and direction, respectively. In
comparison with the GDWL, the mean deviation of horizontal wind speed and direction is
0.42 m/s and 3.86◦, with the RMSE of 0.54 m/s and 4.70◦, respectively. The fitting results
between the ADWL and the GDWL indicate R2 of 0.9908 and 0.9949 for horizontal wind
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speed and direction. From the airborne verification, the wind retrieval method was proven
effective and adaptable to airborne detection applications. The detectability and accuracy
of the ADWL were confirmed.
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Figure 11. (a) Linear analysis of wind speed between the ADWL and the sounding balloon; (b) linear
analysis of wind direction between the ADWL and the sounding balloon; (c) linear analysis of wind
speed between the ADWL and the GDWL; (d) linear analysis of wind direction between the ADWL
and the GDWL.

3.3. Airborne Wind Detection Events

With the verified ADWL, we conducted several airborne wind detection events to
investigate the environmental information. The experiments were conducted at altitudes
ranging from 5300 m to 6600 m in different sites in North China, with a specific focus
on measuring horizontal wind speed and direction along the altitude. We also analyzed
the SNR distributions for each LOS direction to verify meteorological factors in different
atmospheric conditions. Additionally, we acquired satellite images from the open-source
information provided by NASA worldview (https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/, ac-
cessed on 28 January 2024), which were presented for reference alongside ADWL detection
results. Importantly, satellite results provided only a macroscopic description of meteoro-
logical information and primarily served as qualitative references for wind measurements.

The airborne wind detection event on 14 April 2023 was conducted over the Bohai
Sea area and Shandong Province, China. Figure 12 presents a satellite image depicting the
detection area and cloud distribution, with the dotted line indicating the flight path based
on longitude and latitude information from CNS. A segment of wind retrieval results at a
flight altitude of approximately 6600 m is displayed in Figure 13.
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The results in Figure 13 include the horizontal wind speed, the wind direction, and
the SNR distribution. During the detection process, the trajectory of the airborne platform
traversed regions with dense clouds. The wind field and SNR distribution were successfully
identified along the altitude, offering valuable insights into cloud- and aerosol-related
information. The results revealed a concentrated distribution of clouds above 5500 m. In
Figure 13c, it is observed that the presence of upper clouds significantly increased the SNR
compared to other range gates without causing the SNR under the clouds to fall below
the detectable threshold. This phenomenon may be associated with clouds’ thickness or
aerosols’ distribution along the vertical detection path. The discontinuity and dispersion of
high SNR range gates characterized the sparse distribution of clouds.

The stable SNR under the clouds indicates that the laser was not entirely obstructed.
Despite parameter configurations constraining the processed wind data within the altitude
range of 6600 m to 1600 m, the results demonstrated effective meteorological detection.
The first airborne wind retrieval experiment underscored the capability of real-time and
valuable environmental information measurement. Detecting atmospheric layers is essen-
tial for weather prediction and aerosol modeling, providing valuable information about
vertical stratification. The wind speed and direction results exhibited an apparent layering
phenomenon, closely corresponding to the distribution of SNR in Figure 13d. A minimum
value of SNR appeared at an altitude of about 4000 m, linked to the stratification along
the altitude.

The airborne wind detection event on 12 May 2023 was conducted at a flight altitude
of approximately 5100 m in Henan Province, China. The satellite image depicting the
detection area and cloud distribution is shown in Figure 14. A segment of wind retrieval
results at a flight altitude of about 5060 m is displayed in Figure 15. A clear stratification
was observed near an altitude of about 4000 m, corresponding to a minimum value in SNR.
Below 4000 m, the SNR exhibited a sudden increase and then gradually decreased with
slight fluctuations.
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Unexpected increases in SNR were observed in low-altitude areas, as shown in
Figure 15. Changes in the altitude of high SNR areas were also noted along the trajectory,
particularly in the altitude range of 100 m to 150 m during the time sequence from 14:32:18
to 14:33:42. The wind speed results corresponding to these areas exhibited significant
consistency and were not flagged as invalid data. The trajectory passed over rural and
industrial areas with a typical altitude of about 80 m, potentially leading to a complex
distribution of aerosols and hard targets near the ground. These observations exhibited a
certain degree of correlation with the detection results. At altitudes from 500 m to 1000 m,
there were intermittent high SNR regions, as depicted in Figure 15c,d, which may be related
to the boundary layer.

The detection event on 30 May 2023 was conducted at a flight altitude of approximately
6200 m in Shanxi Province, China. A satellite image depicting the detection area and cloud
distribution is shown in Figure 16. The wind retrieval results are presented in Figure 17.
Similar to the abovementioned results, stratification was also observed between 3500 m and
4000 m. The aircraft’s trajectory passed over Shanxi plateau areas with an average altitude
higher than 1000 m. An area with high SNR was observed at altitudes lower than 1700 m,
specifically in the time sequence from 19:18:41 to 19:23:35. Below the high SNR area, the
SNR was lower than the threshold, and the data were recognized as invalid, which are
marked in white in Figure 17a,b. By querying geographic information, this phenomenon
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may be influenced by mountainous terrain aligning with the relatively elevated ground-
surface altitude (Lvliang Mountains).
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The aerosols near the mountain were relatively concentrated, and hard targets such
as mountains and trees enhanced the detected SNR. At altitudes below the mountain’s
surface, due to the obstruction of the laser, the detection results were correctly measured
as invalid. At altitudes above 2000 m, the wind direction results were relatively uniform
and overall greater than 300◦. The wind speed results showed sudden changes at 2000 m,
4000 m, and 5500 m, related to aerosol motion at different heights. These sudden changes
corresponded with the SNR results, possibly providing dynamic detection references for
atmospheric motion research. As illustrated in Figure 17c,d, the high SNR regions at 1500 m
to 2000 m may also be related to the boundary layer.

4. Discussion

The ADWL has demonstrated its effectiveness in various verification experiments and
continuous detection events conducted at flight altitudes up to 6600 m with a vertical range
gate length of 50 m and achieving a data rate of 2 Hz for wind retrieval. The integration
of the FPGA module and the ARM module within the core board enables automatic real-
time wind retrieval processing to be conducted within the ADWL system. The intelligent
processing method facilitates adaptive control, showcasing robustness during aircraft
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takeoff and landing stages. Additionally, the intelligent accumulation function enhances
and sustains the detection range across diverse atmospheric conditions. With a weight
of 20 kg and dimensions of 250 mm × 250 mm × 400 mm, the ADWL is well suited for
airborne detection applications with various types of aircraft, demonstrating potential for
adaptation to unmanned aerial vehicles.

The verification experiments, considering various reference instruments, provide am-
ple evidence for assessing measurement accuracy. The accuracy and real-time performance
of the wind retrieval method based on the optimized LM algorithm have been verified.
Ground-based experiments, particularly during daylight hours, reveal significant changes
in the wind field, highlighting the ADWL’s sensitivity to variations. When comparing
the ADWL with the sounding balloon and GDWL, distinctions, particularly pronounced
with the sounding balloon, may arise from differences in measurement approaches. The
ADWL and GDWL, relying on Doppler frequency analysis, show disparities stemming
from aerosol distribution variations at different altitudes and their impact on backscattered
lasers. Both ADWL and GDWL measure wind fields with uniform spatial distribution,
whereas the sounding balloon, utilizing flight time and trajectory detection, yields wind
data with a certain degree of non-uniform spatial distribution. The high-speed motion of
the airborne platform further amplifies these differences. Despite variations, the sound-
ing balloon serves as a valuable reference based on different principles, enhancing the
credibility of the verification experiments.

The airborne wind detection events convincingly demonstrate the reliability of ADWL
in diverse environments. Relying on the backscattered laser, the performance of ADWL
is greatly influenced by meteorological factors such as rain, clouds, and turbulence. As
illustrated in Figure 13, the SNR sharply decreases after passing through clouds. The high
SNR observed in the cloud region results from the strong backscatter signal of the clouds,
which obscures the relatively weak wind field signal. If the cloud layer thickens further,
the wind field beneath the cloud may become undetectable due to laser transmission loss
caused by the cloud. The airborne wind detection events offer valuable data for subsequent
meteorological analysis. Spanning nearly 600 km regionally and occurring over a month
apart, the SNR results from three airborne wind detection events reveal a relatively stable
stratification at an altitude of 4000 m, possibly representing a characteristic atmospheric
distribution in the spring of the North China region. Considering the ground surface
altitudes in different sites, there will be a high SNR region at about 1000 m above the
ground in the three detection events, which may be related to the boundary layers. During
the aircraft’s landing, we observed abnormally high SNR in the range gates below a height
of about 150 m with a range gate length of 50 m. After several attempts, we determined that
hard targets on the ground may cause this. Consequently, effective wind field detection
with the ADWL is achieved above a flight height of about 150 m. This requires further
data processing and theoretical analysis to determine its correctness. The detection of
wind fields on high-speed motion platform also reveals significant spatial differences in
atmospheric motion, which is rarely detected in ground-based detection.

This study marks our initial progress in airborne wind retrieval and environmental
detection, focusing on a continental region. Wind measurement at low altitude in continen-
tal regions poses greater challenges due to potential disturbances from aerosols or cloud
distribution, especially in areas with high human activity. Ongoing work includes refining
algorithms for low-altitude wind field retrieval through characteristic signal analysis [37],
updating wind retrieval methods, and establishing wind field data models to enhance the
overall performance of the ADWL.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents the development and verifications of the 1550 nm all-fiber ADWL
with an automatic real-time processing approach for accurate wind retrieval. Utilizing the
optimized LM algorithm, the proposed wind retrieval method involves LOS wind speed
calculation with platform motion compensation and 3D wind field inversion, attaining
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precise wind results at a data rate of 2 Hz. The intelligent processing method facilitates
adaptive self-control and intelligent accumulation function, ensuring adaptability to various
environmental conditions. These methods are integrated into the core board to achieve
automatic real-time processing, merging the pre-processing and post-processing stages into
the ADWL system. This proposed approach significantly improves system efficiency and
eliminates the need for external control devices. Ground-based and airborne verification
experiments validate the effectiveness of the ADWL by conducting comparison experiments
with a calibrated GDWL and a sounding balloon. The results consistently exhibit wind
speed and direction accuracies surpassing 0.53 m/s and 4.60◦, respectively, with correlation
coefficients exceeding 0.98 in all verification experiments.

With the validated ADWL installed on the aircraft, multiple airborne wind detection
events were conducted in North China, revealing wind and meteorological information in
diverse sites and environments. Operating at a flight altitude of up to 6600 m, the ADWL
successfully investigated wind profiles and atmospheric information with a 50 m vertical
resolution. The comparative analysis with reference satellite data confirmed the ADWL’s
ability to identify and summarize cloud distribution and atmospheric layers, affirming its
detectability. This research underscores the significant potential of ADWL in high-mobility
meteorological detection.
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